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CHANGE IS COMING...

WINTER IS COMING

WILL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE REPLACE ACCOUNTANTS & BOOKKEEPERS?
Strategy 2017 - 2021
PRIORITIZED PROJECTS

**Continuing Professional Development**
- Implementation support resource package
  - Dec 2018

**Public Sector Learning Outcomes**
- New non-authoritative Initial Professional Development guidance
  - June 2019

**Implementation Support Materials**
- Refreshed inventory of implementation support
  - June 2019
IES 7 CPD IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT MATERIALS

Resource focus

- Different types of resources
- Sufficiency of CPD
- Measuring relevant CPD
- Examples of verifiable evidence

A CPD Framework approach
PASSING THE BATON TO THE NEW PANEL

IES Target Audience
Implementation support on ethics
IES post - Implementation Review
New mega trends
IAESB history, decisions, resources
Focus on behavioral competence
Implementation support on measurement, monitoring & enforcement
More on CPD frameworks & potential use

New Panel (July 2019)
KEY SUCCESS FACTORS LOOKING AHEAD

Continuous focus

- Strategic needs & challenging status quo
- Stakeholder Engagement & Communications
- Allocation of resources & access to expertise
- Rigorous quality processes

Opportunities:
- Capacity building & compliance

Critical success factors ...ahead
NEW DESTINATIONS...FRESH OPPORTUNITIES

With the new road ahead...
How can we stay engaged?
ANY QUESTIONS?

Any

Questions?

Please share your thoughts!